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Learning C# 2005: Get Started with C# 2.0 and .NET Programming (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
If you're a novice programmer and you want to learn C#, there aren't many books that will guide you. Most C# books are written for experienced C++ and Java programmers.
 That's why Jesse Liberty, author of the best-selling books Programming C# and Programming...
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Common Design Patterns for Symbian OS: The Foundations of Smartphone Software (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Common Design Patterns for Symbian OS is the first design patterns book that addresses Symbian OS specifically. It introduces programmers to the common design patterns that help implement a large variety of applications and services on Symbian OS. The goal of the book is to provide the experience of Symbian's developers to a wider audience...
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Data Protection in a Profiled WorldSpringer, 2010

	One of the most challenging issues facing our current information society is the accelerating accumulation of data trails in transactional and communication systems, which may be used not only to profile the behaviour of individuals for commercial, marketing and law enforcement purposes, but also to locate and follow things and actions. Data...
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Indigenous Pop: Native American Music from Jazz to Hip HopUniversity of Arizona Press, 2016

	Popular music compels, it entertains, and it has the power to attract and move audiences. With that in mind, the editors of Indigenous Pop showcase the contributions of American Indian musicians to popular forms of music, including jazz, blues, country-western, rock and roll, reggae, punk, and hip hop.

	

	From Joe...
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An Introduction to Distributed AlgorithmsMIT Press, 1996
"Barbosa makes the otherwise difficult subject of distributed algorithms very enjoyable and attractive to both students and researchers. The leading intuitive discussion of each algorithm is so very well organized and clearly written that a reader can, without the slightest effort, have a clear picture of it. An ideal textbook for an...
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Generic Model Management: Concepts and Algorithms (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Many challenging problems in information systems engineering involve the manipulation of complex metadata artifacts or models, such as database schema, interface specifications, or object diagrams, and mappings between models. Applications solving metadata manipulation problems are complex and hard to build. The goal of generic model management is...
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Digital Image Processing: An Algorithmic Approach with MATLAB (Chapman & Hall/CRC Textbooks in Computing)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Avoiding heavy mathematics and lengthy programming details, Digital Image Processing: An Algorithmic Approach with MATLAB® presents an easy methodology for learning the fundamentals of image processing. The book applies the algorithms using MATLAB®, without bogging down...
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Programmable Logic ControllersCareer Press, 2010

	Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) continue to
	evolve as new technologies are added to their capabilities.
	The PLC started out as a replacement for hardwired
	relay control systems. Gradually, various math and logic
	manipulation functions were added. Today PLCs are the
	controller of choice for the vast majority of automated...
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David Busch's Compact Field Guide for the Nikon D7000Course Technology PTR, 2011


	Throw away your cheat-sheets and command cards! Are you tired of squinting

	at tiny color-coded tables on fold-out camera cards? Do you wish you had the

	most essential information extracted from my comprehensive David Busch’s

	Nikon D7000 Guide to Digital SLR Photography in a size you could tuck away

	in your camera bag?...
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Mastering ROS for Robotics Programming - Second Edition: Design, build, and simulate complex robots using the Robot Operating SystemPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover best practices and troubleshooting solutions when working on ROS

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop complex robotic applications using ROS to interface robot manipulators and mobile robots
	
			Gain insight into autonomous navigation in mobile robots and motion planning in robot...
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Learning Boost C++ LibrariesPackt Publishing, 2015

	Solve practical programming problems using powerful, portable, and expressive libraries from Boost


	About This Book

	
		Learn to apply the breadth of Boost libraries, including containers, smart pointers, regular expressions, threads, network I/O, and other utilities through practical programming...
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Angular for Material Design: Leverage Angular Material and TypeScript to Build a Rich User Interface for Web AppsApress, 2019

	
		Build Angular applications faster and better with TypeScript and Material Design. You will learn how to build a web interface and use Google's open source Angular Material library of ready-made and easy-to-use components.

	
		This book uses Angular with TypeScript (a superset to JavaScript) to enable use of data types...
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